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Percipio Holdings,
Inc.

955 Massachusetts Ave

Ste 401

Cambridge, MA 02139-

3233

http://www.percipioholdi

ngs.com

(877) 909-9677

Ronald F
08/02/2019

Please make them stop e-mailing me. I'm 75 years old and twice retired. I don't know how to make
them stop or how to unsubscribe. Please help me...….

Gary W
07/15/2019

For some reason I have been getting emails regarding job offers. I clicked over a week ago to
UNSUBSCRIBE from any further emails, as I was not interested, but I still am receiving job offers. Their
webmaster or whoever or whatever their computer algorithm is does not recognize an unsubscribe
from their job listing site. A little bit annoying to say the least.

Judy R
07/03/2019

Horrible customer care service. Rude beyond rude. I'm reporting them to BBB if I get one email after
opting out and never confirming my email. I didn't ask for their services nor will I ever ask for their
services.

Hal S.
06/29/2019
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never clicked anything allowing notifications from their site, now I get continual updates and job
offerings . No option to discontinue notifications. worst sort of spam providers. This is why job
searching and applying for jobs online is bullsh&t. I prefer paper and in person applications, not this
*****

Jeremy E
06/21/2019

Not a real job search service. I was duped into signing up in order to view a job listing for a company
in my area. Once I was logged in, there were no listings for that company, only numerous ads for ****,
*********, and dozens of "work from home" scams. Now, I receive multiple emails daily (at least 5, often
more), all of which direct me to ads, or an occasional job listing for locations more than 2 hours
commute from where I live. I have requested to be removed from their mailing list 3 times, and still I
continue to receive messages from them. In addition to that, I've started to receive emails from their
"affiliates" that are attempting to sell me something. If you see anything with the name ********** even
adjacent to it, purge your history immediately and change your email. The harassment will never stop!

Gary G.
05/14/2019

These guys get no stars from me. I started to fill out the application, but never finished it. Yet I am
getting notifications that I do not want and that they are not authorized to send. I have sent two emails
for them to cease and desist, yet the notices continue to appear. I want my privacy back!

Sandra S
05/12/2019

Job Hat discriminates age. By asking what year graduated high school. If BBB was worth anything,
you would not be on their website. Wait to you get older........BBB is worthless!!!! 0 stars

Brian P
04/10/2019

No star, I've asked to be removed from the email list for dozens of times and still have no results
emails of no interest,or reverence to my god categories,

Rachel P
03/15/2019

Complete waste of time for people who need work. Emails all promise matching listings in your areas,
but once you follow the link, it's nothing but 100 listings for CDL trucker positions after saying they
had healthcare job available. They then give your email to other websites until you are bombarded
with dozens of emails daily from so-called affiliate job sites. Not to mention getting emails for joining
the military or college. Save your inbox and your time, and stay off this site.

Gordon V.
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03/13/2019

On March 4th I received an UNSOLICITED email from EveryJobForMe.com thanking me for signing up
and asking me to confirm my email. An address at the bottom of that email it says it came from
Percipio Holdings, 625 Massachusetts Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139. Even though I did NOT sign up for
this, they keep sending me job listing emails from Jobcase.com. I have been trying to get them to stop
this via multiple (unreturned) phone calls to 617-758-2001 and by clicking on their unsubscribe link.
This looks to me to be some sort of phishing scam and I want them to stop! Looking at BBB website
shows that I am not the only one with this complaint.

★★★★★★★★

https://dialpad.com/launch?phone=617-758-2001

